CORE 131 Western Civ

For your outline, use the following format. Except for the Thesis and its restatement use only a word or short phrases for each point. Turn in the finished outline according to the usual presentation guidelines, this being page one, followed by your current pre-bibliography. You only need to fill in the places where there are lines. You can either retype the outline below or cut and paste the text below into a word processing document, but the final version should be word processed to look similar to the text below.

Two Rulers being compared and contrasted:

I. Introduction
   A. Exordium
   B. Thesis: ____________________________________________

   C. Key points/Direction/Plan (paragraph topics—you should have at least five)
      1. ________________________________
      2. ________________________________
      3. ________________________________
      4. ________________________________
      5. ________________________________, etc.

II. Body
   A. (Same as I.C.1.) ________________________________
   B. (Same as I.C.2.) ________________________________
   C. (Same as I.C.3.) ________________________________
   D. (Same as I.C.4.) ________________________________
   E. (Same as I.C.5.) ________________________________, etc.

III. Conclusion
   A. Transitional Statement

   B. Restate Thesis (in other words): ________________________________

   C. Summary of key points/direction
   D. Comment on future/lessons/significance